To PUC secretary Rosemary Chiavetti
I am writing in support of Docket # C-2018-3006116, a complaint by citizens of Delaware and
Chester Counties against Sunoco/ETP. I live on Locust Lane in Meadowbrook Manor within
Sunoco’s designated “Blast Zone” for ME1 & 2. I support full & complete shutdown of all
pipelines until the PUC assesses Sunoco’s public awareness program for credibility &
feasibility. We are all endangered by the reuse of a cobbled-together 87 year old pipeline that
was initially designed to carry natural gas. As you well know, NGL’s are much more dangerous
and explosive, they should never be routed through such a highly populated area as ours. A
leak or explosion here could cost hundreds of lives! Drilling through Karst geology, where drilling
has already caused sinkholes(Lisa Drive),is a recipe for disaster!
Both my safety and peace of mind are impacted. I bought my home 2 1/2 years ago believing
that the line through my development was natural gas. Even the realtors involved didn’t know
that Sunoco had secretly changed both direction and product to carry NGL’s which are more
dangerous and less detectable than natural gas. Given Sunoco’s past record of safety
violations, deception and cost-cutting do NOT expect us to trust them to have our best interests
at heart. My blood pressure has been elevated for the past 1 ½ years. Having just moved here
after the death of my husband I cannot now afford to move. Sadly, because of Sunoco’s
deception I didn’t have adequate information to make an educated decision. Will others be
protected from making an uninformed decision given Sunoco’s secrecy?
The water aquifor for Meadowbrook Manor’s water is directly under my development. Given
Sunoco’s history of fouling water supplies, I cannot trust them to protect ours. I resent being
asked to compromise my safety so that Sunoco can make billions producing plastic in Scotland!
In fact, I question Sunoco’s being awarded public utility status for such a project! We, the
citizens, are not being adequately protected by our elected officials (especially Gov. Wolf). Only
Andy Dinniman has spoken in our behalf. When will someone put the affected citizens first??? I
have read both Citizen’s Risk Assessments. Here in Meadowbrook, Our risk will be TRIPLED if
Sunoco is given Carte Blanche to proceed with all their projects, not to mention the additional
risk of using and old cobbled together line that has leaked in the past! WE NEED your
protection!
I am 71 years old and care for my 15 month old granddaughter 2 days a week. It is doubtful I
could carry her safely the required distance (what sparks might a stroller produce?). You know
about the many schoolchildren, infirm elderly, and handicapped (I know of several closer to the
“blast zone” than I am). Is our safety of less importance that Sunoco’s bottom line?? None of
the safety meetings with first responders has reassured me. With the best will and courage in
the world, they will be “flying by the seat of their pants” in the event of leak or explosion. WE
are being exploited for Sunoco’s profit!
Sincerely, Marcia L Gentry

